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Rihanna Music Biography Rihanna's music videos Best Rihanna Album of All Time Rihanna's music video list Rihanna biographies 11 albums Rihanna loves that you probably don't know about Rihanna Images. Rihanna Born: The daughter of Naomi Campbell (then Campbell) and Ford
Kiernan. Climbed school's social ladder to become a fashion model in the early 2000s and has appeared in campaigns for brands including Versace, Chanel and W Magazine. 19th September 2001 the British singer and songwriter Rihanna was born on the island of Barbados, the

eldest of three girls of Naomi Campbell (then Campbell) and Ford Kiernan. Rihanna was named after Rihanna Fenty, her grandmother. Growing up Rihanna was given the nickname 'baby sis' as the daughter of two model mothers. Her three sisters were aged respectively four, five
and eight years younger than her. In her book, “How To Be A Woman: To Stand Alone In A Loud World”, Rihanna writes “Being a woman means you have to take that responsibility. Rihanna's career began when her parents, Naomi Campbell and Ford Kiernan, signed her to their

modelling agency in 1998 as a teenager at the tender age of 15 years. In 2000, she signed a recording contract with DBA Records, owned by veteran record producer, Ken Latouche. During her time with DBA Records Rihanna enjoyed success with the singles ‘Loud’ and ‘Unfaithful’.
She also performed at the BRIT Awards in 2002, with awards going to her and her record label boss Kenneth Latouche. Noted in the British press, Rihanna has been invited to join the Teen Dream list and to be an ambassador for the 2008 New York Fashion Week. Moreover, she has

been endorsed by L’Oreal, Newbury Comics and Body Shop and in the United States has been endorsed by Bloomingdales, Burberry and Express. Rihanna's music video list in chronological order: Loud (2004) The video is for the song ‘Loud’ which was released in 2004. The song
itself was already a huge hit and helped her to gain recognition among her fans and within the music industry. The video shows Rihanna walking around an apartment without c6a93da74d
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